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1 Introduction

This seminar aims to create a research forum on algorithms and theory in Computer Science
and to train students to understand scientific papers, to extract topics and research questions
from what they read, to ask the right questions, and to transmit topics to a group in a way
that enables discussion.

The seminar focuses on algorithms and theory (for example, approximation algorithms,
combinatorial optimization, metric space, cryptography). Articles and topics will be detailed
on the seminar website. Students may focus on topics they propose, if approved by the tutors.

Credits : 3 graduate credits in Computer Science

Prerequisites : At least 12 credits in graduate courses with an average of at least 85.
Enrollment is subject to the written approval of the faculty member responsible for seminars.
Undergraduate degree in Computer Science, and specifically Data Structures, Algorithms,
and a course in computability and complexity.

Requirements: Attendance at bi-monthly sessions (at least 80%), presenting the topic to
the group for discussion, and writing a short (3–5 pages) report on the topic discussed.

2 Approximation Algorithms (Zeev)

Many of fundamental optimization problems are NP-hard. Such problems are unlikely to
admit a polynomial time algorithm. A natural approach to handle such problems is to design
approximation algorithms that run in polynomial time and find an ”approximately optimal”
feasible solution. We say that a polynomial time algorithm A for an optimization problem
Π is a ρ-approximation algorithm for Π if for any instance I of Π holds:

A(I)

OPT (I)
≤ ρ if Π is a minimization problem.
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A(I)

OPT (I)
≥ ρ if Π is a maximization problem.

Here OPT (I) denotes the optimal value of I and A(I) the value that the algorithm produces
on I.

1. Submodular Cover. Papers are available at http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/

Static/binaries/Upload/Bank6/Submodular%20Cover_0.zip

2. The Recursive Greedy Method and Directed Steiner Trees. Paper is available
at http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank6/Recursive%
20Greedy_0.zip

3. Greedy Algorithms for Node-Weighted Connectivity Problems. Papers are
available at http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank6/Greedy%
20Algorithms%20for%20node%20weighted%20connectivity_0.zip

4. Geometric Steiner Trees. Papers are available at http://maagar.openu.ac.il/

opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank6/Geometric%20Steiner%20Trees_0.zip

5. k-Connected Subgraphs. Papers are available at http://maagar.openu.ac.il/

opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank6/k-Connected%20Subgraphs_0.zip

6. Densest Subgraphs. Papers are available at http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/

Static/binaries/Upload/Bank6/Densest%20Subgraph_0.zip

7. Scheduling and Assignment. Papers are available at http://maagar.openu.ac.

il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank6/Scheduling%20and%20Assignment_0.zip

3 Metric Embedding (Manor)

A metric space is a set of points with a symmetric distance function on pairs of points obeying
the triangle inequality. Since metrics are common measure of dissimilarity, many algorithmic
problems are defined on metric spaces. When facing such an algorithmic problem, one design
approach is to simplify the problem, by embedding (mapping) the given metric in a “simpler”
metric while retaining the properties of the given metric as much as possible.

General introduction to this subject is given in:

• http://theory.lcs.mit.edu/~indyk/tut.pdf, Section 1.

• http://kam.mff.cuni.cz/~matousek/dg-nmetr.ps.gz, Section 15.1

The following are specific subjects for talks.
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1. Bourgain’s Embedding. Finite metric spaces can be embedded into Hilbert space
(and L1) with logarithmic distortion, and into low dimensional L∞ with constant dis-
tortion. Application to the sparsest cut problem.

Biliography:

• http://kam.mff.cuni.cz/~matousek/dg-nmetr.ps.gz (Sections 15.7,15.8).

• http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank6/leighton-rao_

0.pdf (Section 1).

2. Distortion lower bounds. Lower bounds on the distortion of embedding certain
metrics in normed spaces.

• http://kam.mff.cuni.cz/~matousek/dg-nmetr.ps.gz (Section 15.3–15.5).

3. Doubling metrics. It is folklore that low dimensional Euclidean space are much easier
to handle algorithmically than high dimensional spaces. The notion of dimension can
be generalized to general metric spaces, and some algorithmic problems are easier on
low dimensional metrics.

Bibliography:

• http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~robi/papers/GKL-doubling-FOCS03.ps (Sec-
tions 1,3,4).

• http://research.microsoft.com/~kunal/bypass.pdf (Sections 1–4.1).

• http://hunch.net/~jl/projects/cover_tree/paper/paper.ps

4. Dimension Reduction. Any n-point subset of (high dimensional) Euclidean space
can be “faithfully” represented in O(log n) dimensional Euclidean space, and this fact
is very useful algorithmically. On the other hand, no analogous result is possible in L1.

Bibliography:

• http://kam.mff.cuni.cz/~matousek/dg-nmetr.ps.gz (Section 15.2).

• http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank6/reduction_

0.pdf

• http://research.microsoft.com/research/theory/naor/homepage%20files/

diamond1.pdf and http://research.microsoft.com/research/theory/naor/

homepage%20files/inequality.pdf

• http://research.microsoft.com/research/theory/naor/homepage%20files/

lowdim-journal-new2.pdf (Sections 1,2,4).

5. Probabilistic embedding into trees. Many algorithmic problems on metric spaces
become easy when restricted to tree metrics. A natural approach to solve algorith-
mic problems on general metric is to first embed the metric in a tree metric and then
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solve the algorithmic problem on the resulting tree metric. Unfortunately such em-
bedding have high distortion in general. Probabilistic embedding is a weaker notion of
embedding that circumvents this problem.

Biliography:

• http://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/~yairb/pubs/B-prob-approx.ps (Section 1)

• http://research.microsoft.com/~kunal/trees-survey.pdf and http://research.

microsoft.com/~kunal/logn.pdf

• http://arxiv.org/abs/cs.DS/0606109 (Sections 1,2,4)

6. Approximate distance oracles. Approximate distance oracle for a given n-point
metric space is a “compact” data structure (o(n2) storage) that can approximately
answer distance queries in constant time. Metric embedding methods are used to
construct these data structures.

Bibliography:

• http://www.cs.tau.ac.il/~zwick/papers/oracle-JACM-revision.ps (Sections 1–
3,5).

• http://arxiv.org/abs/math.MG/0406353 (Sections 1–1.1).

• http://arxiv.org/abs/cs.DS/0511084 (Pages 1–10).

4 Cryptology (Tamir)

Cryptology is the science of data security. By data security we mean not only encryption-
decryption but also issues of authentication, identification, data integrity, multi-party com-
putation, data hiding and many more aspects of securing the transmission and processing of
data.

In this seminar we shall offer papers in three areas of cryptology that gained a lot of
interest in recent years.

Data Security in Broadcast and Distribution Systems Here we include three closely-
related topics in data security that were introduced in the early 1990s and quickly became
active research fields. Those fields owe their existence mainly to the transition from analog
to digital encoding and to the advent of digital Pay-TV networks.

4.1 Broadcast encryption

The first topic is called broadcast encryption, like the title of a paper by Amos Fiat and
Moni Naor that was the first serious study in that area. In this topic one considers large
broadcast networks where each given message is destined only to a subset of the users. The
question is how to ensure that each user is capable of accessing only those messages to
which he purchased access rights, while minimizing the transmission length, key storage and
computational overload.
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• http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank8/fiat_naor_1.

ps

• http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank8/shamir_halevi_

0.pdf

• http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank8/naor_pinkas_

0.ps

Broadcast encryption solutions are not 100% immune. One of the possible threats is
piracy. In Pay-TV networks, users may duplicate their decoders in order to allow other
parasite users to enjoy the broadcasted data. If such piracy occurs, it is desirable to trace
the ”traitors” and disconnect them and their dependent users. Methods that are designed
towards that goal are called traitor tracing schemes.

• http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank8/chor_fiat_naor_

0.pdf

• http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank8/fiat_tassa_0.

ps and Sections 1–3 of http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/
Bank7/berkman_parnas_sgall_0.pdf

• http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank8/boneh_franklin_

0.ps

Piracy occurs not only in Pay-TV systems. DVDs, software and documents are copied
and distributed illegally. A possible countermeasure in this context is watermarking or
fingerprinting the data in order to identify the intellectual property owner of the content
and, if illegal copies are captured, to allow the back-tracing of the source of piracy.

• http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank8/boneh_shaw_0.

ps

• http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank8/gabor_0.ps

4.2 Secret Sharing

The subject of secret sharing was introduced in 1979 independently by Blakely and Shamir.
They introduced the concept of threshold secret sharing: those are methods of sharing a
secret among a given set of n participants, denoted U , such that every k of those participants
could recover the secret by pooling their shares together, while no subset of less than k
participants can do so. This concept was then generalized in the following manner: Let U
be some ground set of participants (say, members in some organization), and let Γ ⊆ 2U be
a monotone collection of privileged subsets of U (by monotone we mean that if A ∈ Γ and
A ⊆ B ⊆ U then also B ∈ Γ ). Given a secret S, it is necessary to give each participant
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in U a piece of information (called a share) that is related to S such that each privileged
subset can recover the secret from the shares of its members, while all other subsets can gain
no information about it. The scheme is called ideal, if each participant holds a share that
is no larger than the actual secret (larger in the sense of number of bits that are required
to represent it). Γ is called the access structure. Some access structures may be realized by
ideal schemes; some cannot. Characterizing the access structures that are ideal remains an
open question. Here we offer some papers that give partial answers to that question.

• http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank8/brickell1_0.

pdf

• http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank8/brickell2_0.

pdf

• http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank8/saez_0.pdf

• http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank8/padro_0.pdf

• http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank8/iwtas_0.pdf

• http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank8/htss_0.pdf

• http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank8/multipartite_

0.pdf

4.3 Secure Data Mining by Means of k-Anonymization

The technique of k-anonymization allows the releasing of databases that contain personal
information while ensuring some degree of individual privacy. Given a database D that
needs to be released, one produces a so-called k-anonymized version of that database where
each record is indistinguishable from at least k − 1 additional records. The anonymization
process is usually performed by suppressing or generalizing database entries. The goal is
to achieve k-anonymity while loosing the minimal amount of information. That problem
is NP-complete and, hence, approximation algorithms are considered. We offer here three
recent papers that dealt with that problem.

• http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank8/mw_0.pdf

• http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank8/aggarwal_0.pdf

• http://maagar.openu.ac.il/opus/Static/binaries/Upload/Bank8/gt_0.pdf
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5 Communication Networks: Network Coding (Michael)

The goal of communication networks is to transfer information between source and desti-
nation nodes. The fundamental question that arises in this context is how to increase the
amount of information transferred by the network. Recently, it has been shown that the
ability of the network to transfer information can be significantly improved by employing
the technique of network coding. The idea is to allow the intermediate network nodes to
combine data received over different incoming links. The use of network coding in communi-
cation networks is an active and quickly progressing field of research. As you will see, many
basic question are yet to be solved and can be nice candidates for a masters thesis.

General Introduction A good source for preliminary reading is the introductory paper
that appears in the Network Coding Homepage, this is also a good source for up to date
research devolvements:

• http://tesla.csl.uiuc.edu/~koetter/NWC/

5.1 Seminar papers

The multicast setting The setting in which (a) the given network has a single source
node, (b) the network has many destination nodes, and (c) all destination nodes want to
receive all the information present at the source; is referred to as the multicast setting. This,
for example, corresponds to the distribution of software updates from a single provider.
Analyzing the amount of information transferred by the network in this setting includes
themes from Linear Algebra, Combinatorics, and Randomized Algorithms. In what follows,
we will use the term capacity. Roughly speaking, the capacity of a multicast network instance
is the maximum amount of information (per unit of time) that can be transmitted from the
single source to all destination nodes.

• These are the two papers that founded the field of network coding: One gives a combi-
natorial characterization of the capacity of multicast networks, the second shows that
linear codes suffice to obtain capacity:

– R. Ahlswede, N. Cai, S.-Y. R. Li and R. W. Yeung, Network information flow,
IEEE Transactions on Information Theory, 2000.
http://pdos.csail.mit.edu/decouto/papers/ahlswede00.pdf

– S.-Y. R. Li, R. W. Yeung, and N. Cai. Linear network coding, IEEE Transactions
on Information Theory, 2003.
http://pdos.csail.mit.edu/decouto/papers/li03.pdf

• An algebraic framework for multicast network coding:
R. Koetter, M. Medard, An Algebraic Approach to Network Coding, Transactions on
Networking, 2003.
http://pdos.csail.mit.edu/decouto/papers/koetter03.pdf
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• An extremely elegant distributed random algorithm that obtains capacity:
T. Ho, R. Koetter, M. Medard, D. Karger and M. Effros, The Benefits of Coding over
Routing in a Randomized Setting, ISIT 2003.
http://web.mit.edu/trace/www/i1.pdf

• Centralized deterministic algorithms for multicast network coding:
S. Jaggi, P. Sanders, P. A. Chou, M. Effros, S. Egner, K. Jain, and L. Tolhuizen, Poly-
nomial time algorithms for multicast network code construction, IEEE Transactions on
Information Theory 2005.
http://pages.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/~zongpeng/L9-code-assignment.pdf

• Optimization in the context of network coding: specifically this paper addresses the
problem of minimizing the number of nodes in the network that preform coding oper-
ations while maintaining capacity:
M. Langberg, A. Sprintson and J. Bruck. The encoding complexity of network cod-
ing, Joint special issue of IEEE Transactions on Information Theory and IEEE/ACM
Transactions on Networking on Networking and Information Theory, 2006.
http://www.paradise.caltech.edu/papers/etr063.pdf

• This paper addresses the advantage of network coding over standard routing (Steiner
tree packing) in the multicast setting:
A. Agarwal. M. Charikar, On the Advantage of Network Coding for Improving Network
Throughput, Information Theory Workshop 2004.
http://www.cs.princeton.edu/$\sim$aagarwal/coding.pdf

The general setting In the general setting, the network may have several source nodes,
several destination nodes, and there is no symmetry in the requests of the destination nodes.
Not much is known in this case regarding the capacity of the network. There is currently no
combinatorial characterization of the capacity for general networks. From a computational
perspective, it is not even known whether computing the capacity is decidable or not.

• On the computational complexity of various network coding problems:
A. Rasala Lehman , E. Lehman, Complexity classification of network information flow
problems, SODA 2004.
http://theory.lcs.mit.edu/~arasala/papers/networkFlow.pdf

• These papers address the advantage of network coding over standard routing (multi-
commodity flow) in the general setting:

– K. Jain, V. V. Vazirani, G. Yuval. On the capacity of multiple unicast sessions in
undirected graphs, Joint special issue of IEEE Transactions on Information Theory
and IEEE/ACM Transactions on Networking on Networking and Information
Theory, 2006.
http://www-static.cc.gatech.edu/~vazirani/isit.pdf
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– M. Adler, N. J. A. Harvey, K. Jain, R. D. Kleinberg, A. Rasala Lehman, On the
Capacity of Information Networks, SODA 2006.
http://theory.lcs.mit.edu/~nickh/Publications/Capacity/Capacity-Soda.

pdf
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